
Mark 9:2-13
What do we look for in life? Circle one
Certainty or Chaos
Is the passage today telling us that Jesus will fit into our world view and make us happy or giving
us a proper look at Jesus and pointing us to the proper way to address him?

WHAT IS THE KEY COMMAND OF THE PASSAGE? What kind of Messiah does Peter want?

v7 A p________ leader, a better K___ D____

1)Christ is more than super-human v2-8
Which book does this passage remind us of? E_____ Which OT heroes are with Jesus?

What is the mountain called where the Law was received? S____

What does M____ represent?

What does E_____ represent? Together they show _______ is the fulfilment of the OT

Transfiguration means c_______ a_________

Jesus should shock us because he’s not just a superhero! He is supernatural!

V7 is our key verse, Which OT passages does it refer to? _____ 2 and ______ 42

WHAT IS GOD’S COMMAND? WHY? Because G__ the F_____ tells us to

V8 the moment ends, we get a glimpse of Jesus’ nature. It helps us to not lose grip on the e_____ reality of Jesus.

How we view probably needs to change to try to understand him better.

Who should we, as Christians, listen to first over everything else?

2)Christ is more than a conquering hero.

Why does Jesus want them to be quiet about the transfiguration? They don’t yet u________

Who is the Elĳah now? J___ the B______ Was he what Peter really wanted?

John’s life was a symbol of what Jesus life will be. Jesus is like a L___ who was s____.

Where do we see this picture? ____________ 5 Who might you look to as a Messiah?

But Jesus is so much better, he shows his power showing m_____ and p____.

He conquers with his ____ not sheer power.

As we listen and see more of who Jesus is, instead of changing him to be more comfortable for ourselves,
we will be changed and transformed to be in his l_______s.

Something to think about this week: Who are you tempted to listen to instead of Jesus? Why
should it be Jesus over everything else?


